
Seventh Grade 
 

• Computers-LA 
• Computers-Math 
• Physical Education 
• Library 

 

The purpose of the library program is to reinforce skills learned in previous years. Students will credit 

all sources properly. Students are able to understand the importance of copyright and respecting 

others’ work. Students are able to identify fair use and its elements. Students are able to work 

independently and cooperatively in groups. Students are able to both write and interpret poetry. 

Skills are taught through whole class instruction, read-aloud stories, class discussions, games, small 

group and whole group practice, independent activities, and the use of 1:1 iPads.   

 

• Language Arts 

The advanced course is a study of classic literature through the study of literary genres. In grammar, 

the goal is to explore ways in which writers write about the world. Students identify and analyze the 

aims of writing. They work at mastering the act of writing and oral presentation. The 

spelling/vocabulary component stresses vocabulary development through meanings of words using 

them in context, and applying opportunities to work with new words. 

• Algebra 

This course helps the student master and become proficient in understanding algebra skills and 

concepts. 

 

• Pre-Algebra 

Course content includes all standard topics of junior high mathematics. It enables students to make 

transition from mathematics to algebra in one year. It emphasizes pre-algebra skills and concepts. 

 



 

• Religion 

The goals of the religion program are to teach the students to explore and appreciate the life of 

Jesus, helping them become a community of faith. Through Christian service projects and activities.  

The students learn to be considerate of others and to accept personal responsibility. 

• Math 

Students in grade seven are offered courses based on individual needs and past performance. 

Course A: The focus of the beginning of this Mathematics program is on rational numbers and their 

operations, equations, and inequalities. Topics such as real number properties, geometric formulas, 

and averages are introduced early and then integrated and expanded upon throughout the course. 

Topics later in the course include properties of right triangles, geometric transformations, and 

probability. Course B: The seventh grade mathematics curriculum begins with a review of basic 

properties of whole numbers and the order of operations. Students are then introduced to the use of 

variables and solving equations and inequalities. They develop an understanding of the decimal 

system and they round and estimate to solve problems. The fundamental concepts of geometry, 

fractions, the principles of number theory, using equations to solve problems, and computing percent 

are also covered. 

• Language Arts 

The language arts program encompasses the subtopics of grammar, literature, spelling, vocabulary, 

and creative writing.  Students are expected to spell correctly at all times, apply rules of penmanship, 

write a composition utilizing the rules of grammar, complete the process of writing a research paper, 

read critically for understanding different literary genres, and develop public speaking 

skills.  Students also complete written, oral, and Accelerated Reader book reports.  In addition, 

students can apply basic library skills. 

• French 
The French program at Ste Jeanne d'Arc School is the Rosetta Stone Foundations online program 

designed to build fundamental language skills in French.  Learning occurs in an immersion 

environment with interactive activities which build language naturally.  Core lessons introduce 



reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills, then key skills such as grammar and vocabulary are 

refined in focused activities. 

 

• Social Studies 

The history curriculum focuses on the tensions over slavery, the Civil War, and the period of 

Reconstruction. It looks at the development of the West, and the growth of American cities in the late 

1800’s and early 1900’s and the important issues of the Progressive Era. In geography, the students 

study the five themes of geography, the tools and techniques used by geographers, climate regions, 

population density, cultural changes, world resources, the United States, Canada, Africa, and 

Australia. 

• Science 

The Science program is an introduction to and exploration into the topic of Life Science.  The goal of 

this program is to encourage students to study the world around them and their interactions within 

it.  In addition, the students also serve as mentors for younger students when preparing for an 

annual Science Fair. 

• Music 
In seventh grade, students use the Pearson Online Learning exchange for their music curriculum. 

Seventh graders continue to learn guitar at a more advanced level.  They continue to advance in 

their knowledge of music theory and participate in major projects such as researching a jazz 

musician or creating and performing choreography for a Broadway musical piece. 
 

• Art 

Art can lead students into many creative directions; creativity and individuality in student work is 

encouraged. Students are exposed to a variety of mediums, techniques, and projects to enhance art 

knowledge. Many projects are tied to the seasons and events throughout the year which encourages 

cultural awareness. 

	


